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JESSICA CURLEY

Staff Writer

If you are majoring in chemistry,
mathematics, sociology, economics or
are in the School of Dentistry pro
gram, then your program is up for
analysis. These five programs have
been chosen to undergo the Universi
ty's program review set forth by Pres
ident Donald DeRosa when he first
came in the 1995-1996 school year.
The program review process is oneyear long and, according to Provost
Philip Gilbertson, who was assigned
this task by President DeRosa, all of

Weekend

WEATHER
Today

Partly Cloudy
Hi: 78 Low: 46

Friday

Partly Cloudy
Hi: 75 Low: 47

Saturday
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Partly Cloudy
Hi: 72 Low: 46

Sunday

W

Scattered Showers
Hi: 69 Low: 46

This week in History
In 1983, U.S. President
Ronald Reagan signed a bill
| establishing a federal holiday
in honor of Dr. Martin Luther
[King, Jr.
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UOP's programs will go under re
view in a six-year cycle. This was one
of the main things that DeRosa said
he wanted to do with the University
before he was hired as the new presi
dent in 1995. The review was actually
started in the 1996-1997 school year.
There are six parts to the purpose of
the program review process: to im
prove the focus of academic programs
based on the mission, vision, and pri
orities of the University; to improve
the quality of the academic programs;
to assure efficient use of resources* to
identify academic investment oppor- JW,
conducts an
See Review, page 3 the University looks to conduct their own experiment on the Chemistry Dept.

ASUOP searches for solutions
KRISTEN HUTMACHER

Southern
California;
Neil Gerard,
ASUOP has faced many associate
conflicts with student groups dean of stu
and now they're finally doing dents
at
something about it.
Pomona Col
According to Greg Lehr, lege;
and
ASUOP advisor, "It's been Jonathan
over 15 years since the Stu Marquess of
dent Activities fee has been Mercer Uni
raised." At an ASUOP execu versity.
tive branch meeting Tuesday
The team Greg Lehr, ASUOP advisor, addresses issues at
night, Lehr said it is time for a will arrive the ASUOP meeting.
consulting team to come in
and look at ASUOP and see on November 15 and is sched- COP, instead of in SOPHSUf
uled to have their reports student organizations are'in
exactly what it does.
done
by the beginning of De- the right constituent groups
Controversies between stu
!
„uS h T ' f ° r t h e i r n e e d s ; what to do
dent groups and ASUOP are ASHOP
ASUOP
senators
will
have the about annually funded
addressed in a proposal for
chance
to
submit
suggestions
groups, which actually are
the consultants' study. The
to
the
consultants
with
sugproposal states, "Every year, gestions of how to solve the not student organizations
but are still funded by the ac
much energy and emotion is issues being addressed.
tivity fee; whether or not
invested in quibbling over the
The team will be address
same issues, and in many ing the following issues: the there should be a separate fee
ways it forces students to student Activities fee and for The Pacifican and the mat
CI of
U1 procedures for
ter
c J- . .
ror obtainobtamfight each other instead of cre u
how
funding
is
given
to
coning
money
from
ASUOP
for
ating a 'united front' to ad
stituent schools by ASUOP; clubs
dress real campus issues."
The consultants will conIn order to try and find so the Academy of Students of
harmacy
and
if
the
amount
sider
these matters and others
lutions to these problems,
of
money
it
receives
is
adeput
forth
by senators' suggesASUOP is bringing in a threequate;
whether
or
not
ASP
is
tions.
Their
reports will be
person consulting team. The
members of the team are serving the needs of all the submitted in December to
David Crandall, director of students in the School of ASUOP and Student Life for
harmacy and Health Ser- examination. The reports will
university union and student
vices;
if pre-pharmacy stu- then go to the President's
activities at University of
dents should be considered in
5ee Consultants, page 2

This Week
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Students seek places to
dine & drink
p. 6
After the new alcohol
policy came into effect,
students were challenged
to find ways of drinking
without breaking the
rules.
Aikido: the not so martial
art
p. 10
This past June, I got the
opportunity to introduce
the topic of nonviolence to
a Relationships class at
my former high school.
Women's
volleyball
preps for post
season
p. 20
Over the weekend the
Tigers helped prove the
old philosophy that it
doesn't have to be pretty
to count. Faced with two
grueling weeks on the
road to close out the Big
West Conference season,
Pacific made use of last
weekend's homestand to
get rested and tuned up.
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Juveniles account for 26% of homicides
Badger Herald (U.
Wisconsin)

(U-WIRE) MADISON, Wis.

I

While overall crime rates
continued to decrease last
year, the number of juveniles
arrested for homicides - now
accounting for 26 percent of
all cases - represents an in
crease from 1997.
This percentage increase in
youth crime has prompted a
public reaction - from law en
forcement officials and crimi
nologists - pointing to prob
lems of media violence, gangs
and drugs.
However, several UWMadison professors said
these claims cannot necessar
ily be supported by the statis
tics.
"I'm not satisfied with the
answers that are given in the
paper," UW Sociology Profes
sor Emeritus Jack Ladinsky
said. "I'm not sure if they've
got a decent answer."
A report from the Wiscon
sin Office of Justice Assistants
said one in four homicide ar
rests were for suspects under
the age of 18 last year.

Consultants.

Continued from page 1

Cabinet for final recommen
dations.
Next semester the consul
tants will return to debrief
with the Senate, who will
vote on the final recommen
dations. According to the
time line written by Greg
Lehr, on April 6, the new res
olutions should be in place.
The Pacifican will continue
to cover these issues and
what recommendations the
consultants make as the infor
mation becomes available.

The Pacifican is
looking for
photographers. If
you are interested,
please contact the
Photo Editor, Yasmin
Jeiroudi at 946-2115
or
photo@thepacifican.com

percent decrease.
Ladinsky said Wisconsin is
experiencing some of the low
est crime rates in over a
decade - the number of re
ported murders in Wisconsin
last year was 175, the lowest
number since 1988.
For Ladinsky, the increase
in number of juvenile homi
cide arrests from 78 to 97 does
not represent a substantial
pattern from which one could
deduce a trend.
However, he said he is con
cerned that the expected in
crease in the juvenile popula
tion will affect crime rates in
upcoming years. Because
most crimes are committed
by those who are in the 18- to
25-year-old age group, prob
lems of the larger, younger
population must be ad
dressed, Ladinsky said.
He said children who are
currently in elementary
school represent a much larg
er section of the population
and that steps need to be tak
en to ensure the crime rate
will not increase when those
kids become 15- to 18-yearolds around the year 2002.

In 1998, there were 368
homicide arrests - 97 of these
were juveniles. This was a 24
percent increase in juvenile
cases from 1997, where 78
youths were arrested for mur
der.
Ladinsky said these figures
may not provide enough evi
dence to support a theory that
youth crime is on the rise.
"We're not dealing with a
lot of cases," he said. "The
number of juvenile arrests de
creased too, [but] the decrease
was greater for non-juveniles
- the figure is not very re
markable to me."
Ladinsky said while the
youth homicide percentage
increased, the actual number
of adult and juvenile cases
decreased.
For example, the total
number of homicide arrests
for both juveniles and adults
decreased from 391 in 1997 to

368 last year.

The number of total juve
nile crime arrests - including
homicide, rape, robbery, ag
gravated assault, burglary,
theft, vehicle theft and arson fell from 29,567 to 26,791, a 9

Public Safety Report
' •
~ >be 27
October
21-October
BanmsterHall
Faye Spartos Hall
McConchie Hall
Campus Wide

Oct. 22
Oct. 22
Oct. 25
Oct. 26

Bicycle
Vehicle Theft
Wallet - cash
Parking permit

Immediate Openings!
Students earn $375/$575
weekly processing/assem
bling medical I.D. cards from
your home. Experience unnecessary...we train you!
Call MediCard 1-541-3865290,ext.300
Santa PhotoTeam man
ager, cashier, greeter,
etc.
Enjoy helping people. Cre
ate holiday magic! 800229-7147
Summer Management
Program
Now hiring future business
leaders.
Marketing, sales and man
agement skills trained. Con
fidence, leadership and mo
tivation required. Salary
range $5,000 - $20,000/
summer. 1-800-295-9675
varsitystudent.com
HOW DOES
$800/WEEK EXTRA IN
COME sound to you?
Amazingly, profitable oppor
tunity.
Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N.Academy Blvd.,

Oct. 21

Grace Covell Hall

Oct. 23

Rock through
car window
2 fire extinguishers
damaged

Oct. 5-27.

Bag of misc. items

spin

Miscellaneous
Pharmacy School

Oct. 21

Archania

Oct. 22

Larry Heller Drive

Oct. 23

Subject with
binoculars
Water poured
onto detector
DUI arrest

During this period of time, Public Safety officers provided 114 hours of
foot patrol, found 38 open windows/doors, provided 1 escort, assisted 6
stranded motorists and contacted 19 suspicious persons.
The Public Safety Report i$ prepared by Associate Director of
Public Safety Jerry Houston and published each week in The Pacifican.
Questions should be directed to Jerry Houston at
x62537
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Colorado Springs80918

Free CD of cool
music when you

terj<

mybytes.com, the
website for your coll ege
needs

Looking for a room rn«e
to share spacious two-bedroom apartment.
$270/mo. And 1/2 utilities
Non-smoker. Move in Jan
Flexible. Call 932-7463 for
more information

Classified advertisement;
offer an affordable
method of advertising to
the Pacific community. A
just $ I per line for stu
dents and staff and $2 p«'
line for community
members, your messag
can be spread cost
effectively. To place you r
classified advertisement
contact Marie at
946-2115 TODAY!

PacificStateBank
ip"

SflQJ

Vandalism
Townhouse Apartments

Burglary
Stagg Way

Classifieds

YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Angel's Gamp 736-4655
Columbia
536-5900
Stockton
943-7400

Arnold
Groveland
lYacy

http://www.pacificslatebank.com
pacstate@aol.com

Member
FDIC

795-1897
962-4305
839-2728
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The Pacifican staff makes most of trip to Atlanta
Hotel, the tallest hotel in the
Western Hemisphere at 72
floors. It was sponsored by
Ten members of The Pacifi the Associated Collegiate
can staff flew to Atlanta, Geor Press and College Media Ad
gia to attend the National Col visors.
lege Media Conference
The group, which consisted
(NCMC) last Wednesday. of the Editor-in-Chief, Man
The conference was held in aging Editor, four section ed
the Westin Peachtree Plaza itors, the Production Manag
ALEX ZAMANSKY

News Editor

The Pacifican staff groups together in Atlanta for dinner.

Review_

Continued from page 1
tunities for growth; to encour
age innovation in programs; to
meet WASC (Western Associa
tion of Schools and Colleges)
accreditation requirements.
The five programs that are
under review this year began
the process in April with a
briefing for Program Directors
and Review Panels. The pro
grams have had many meet
ings since then and by No
vember 15, 1999 they are to
submit a self-study report to
their review panel, which has
been previously chosen. The
review panel consists of six
people—five faculty members
and one student.
"The self-study report is a
25 to 30 page document that
the programs write based on
the program review guide
lines," said Assistant Provost
Heather Mayne, who oversees
the program review process.
There are four pages of cri
teria for the self-study report
in the program review guide
lines and the main topics of
the report include the current

er, a member from the adver shops were especially popu
tising staff, and Dr. Hilton, lar at the conference, as were
advisor to The Pacifican, went news packaging, in-depth
to various discussion and lec writing as well as better ways
ture sessions on helpful ways to advertise. Nearly every ses
to improve collegiate newspa sion was full with the 3,000
pers. "I think the sessions students from all over the na
were very good for our staff," tion attending the conference.
said Trent Allen, editor-in- During the conference, Advi
chief for The Pacifican. "A lot sor Dr. Hilton, Allen and
of new ideas Managing Editor Kia Jorand infor gensen presented a session on
mation were diversity in the small campus
presented
newspaper. The Westin Hotel
before the actually was temporarily shut
staff that I down due to being filled to
think will capacity.
make our
"The hotel was nice and
publication
service was good," explained
a
higher Justin Fitzhugh, production
quality
manager. "The only bad
product re thing was that the elevators
sulting in were constantly being used
our better and there was some group of
serving the students that kept pushing all
students at the buttons making getting
the Univer from floor to floor very frus
sity."
trating."
Leader
Besides attending sessions
ship work during the day, members of

state of the program, future di their opinion on the math and
rections and information chemistry departments. They
about the program.
have provided an e-mail ad
One of the jobs of the re dress for students to send their
view panel is to seek input comments, im0000@uop.edu,
from students. The panel that and there will also be sessions
is reviewing the math and in Khoury Hall, room 203, for
chemistry departments has students to come and discuss
been
their
more vo
thoughts
cal in the
on the pro
majors:
process of November 11,12 p.m. to 12:30
grams.
looking
A ses
plpl Vfor stu i • • • %m
sion for
dent in November 11,12:30 p.m. to 1
chemistry
put.
majors
"Bryan
will
be
majors:
Weick has
held from
done a November 18,12 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. 12:00 to
Math session for
nice job of
12:30 p.m.
setting up
on Thurs
November 18,12:30 p.m. to 1 p.m.
and get
day No
ting peo
vember 11
ple to give input," commented and a session for other stu
Mayne.
dents who have taken chem
Weick, professor in the me istry courses will be held on
chanical engineering depart the same day from 12:30 to
ment and co-chair of the re 1:00 p.m. For the math depart
view panel for the chemistry ment, students with a math
and math departments, and major are invited to come on
Dave Fries, pharmacy profes Thursday, November 18 from
sor and the other co-chair of 12:00 to 12:30 p.m. and for stu
the panel are looking for stu dents who have taken math
dents who would like to voice classes a session will be held

from 12:30 to 1:00 p.m.
"Our intent is to do a thor
ough and objective review of
the departments' undergradu
ate programs. At this point we
seek comments from students
and faculty (complimentary or
critical) on the teaching and
program offerings of the two
departments," commented
Fries, concerning his role on
the program review panel.
He strongly encourages all
students who have taken or
are majoring in math or chem
istry to take part in this review
with their comments.
The main reason that the
program review is occurring
at UOPis because "we want to
become leaner and meaner,"

SALON
f^rAYO
JIMMY- Colorist/Sylist
Tuesday-student discount 20% off

JENNIFER G.- Colorist
20% off all colorings
1465 W. March Lane* STOCKTON

95-BRAVO
(952-7266)

the staff toured the main
headquarters of the Cable
News Network (CNN) get
ting a more in-depth look at
how news is filmed on a ma
jor network. Some members
of the staff even took part in a
pseudo-reporting news clip.
For some members, the ex
perience of Atlanta night life
was just as exciting as the in
formational day sessions.
"We were students by day
attending the sessions," says
Mari Wepprecht, advertising
representative, "but at night
we fully exploited the south
ern hospitality Atlanta had to
offer."
A&E Editor Carol White
added, "Although all the
night life was dominated by
the haze of cigarette smoke,
southerners still know how to
set the dance floor on fire."
The trip was funded in part
by The Pacifican, the Commu
nication Department and
Marketing and University Re
lations.
said Mayne. "We want to take
the waste out of the programs
because we only have limited
resources. We need to have
healthy and strong programs.
We need to work together to
further the University's mis
sion and priorities."

Consider a Career
in Pharmacy
fods atMMnwra"
Unhmntt/o CoHft
of Phmmoey-Ghndah

Ow J-ytv doctor at pharmacy (Pharm.0.) program
h cm! tfccti* aid tw» rSciral—aiming p« It
complete jour degree and enter da tewhfeeee nt
At jfotttit Ant pootfek. Om cwnctdBm prov&i
jot mth early ezpowrt it dentil uperttncn, ltd
m hod!)! an dedicated It yow tmcnt
Qte betetsM tew IM-aoe ospm it Qmdafc.
imtu. pal IS tridn wrihtet d fheenw. ftaotrs
Ktte-oldiurt tacbn ami a ampec rtnoamnt
faipttd faf balih ftdksam rttriftit}—t trat
model of d* aim approach e taaWi cart. And
after pet graduate, Arizona elm motdfeit job
oppcrtornses for ffarmiett.

Visit us on the web at
<www.midwestern.edu>
or call us at 8*8/247-9277
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Quote of the
Week

"Stop the habit
of wishful
thinking and

f OCTOBER 31*. £v£RY &N6LE YEAR [ |
The trappings of Halloween at Pacific
Halloween and college fit
together well: students are
given a legitimate reason to
dress up in scary, beautiful,
goofy or any type of attire and
behave like children. On Hal
loween, no one points fingers
at people who are acting crazy.
In fact, those who are not
dressed up often appear more
out of place than those who are
outfitted. Halloween is the col
lege student's dream: a time
when we can revert to child
like behavior and fun.
At Pacific, many positive
and fun activities occur on
Halloween. With the new alco
hol policy fully fledged and to
tally effective, the students are
able to participate in fun and
safe activities, without the con
sequences of alcohol consump
tion. Some of these activities
include attending the Haunted
House at South / West and going trick or treating with the
adorable children who visit the

residence halls.
One of the most delightful
parts of Halloween is seeing
children excited and dressed
up in costume. The trick-ortreaters who visited the cam
pus Thursday night certainly
put everyone in the Halloween
spirit and exposed the stu
dents to a generation of people
with whom we rarely have
contact. The visiting children
put smiles on the faces of UOP
students; who doesn't get a
warm and fuzzy feeling when
a child dressed as a ninja
comes to a dorm door and ten
tatively utters, "Twick or
tweet?"
This activity also strength
ened the ties between UOP
and the community because
the students were able to meet
and enjoy some of the children
who live in Stockton, and the
children and parents enjoy the
candy intake and the smiles re
ceived from students.

The other activity offered to
students was the South/West
Haunted House, which caused
much
grumbling
from
South / West residents. Howev
er willing they are to reach out
to the community and
strengthen the ties between
UOP and Stockton, they still
had to stay out of their only liv
ing space for 13 hours. The
haunted house was actually
advertised on the B93 radio
station. Some residents were a
little uncomfortable with this,
because inviting unknown and
potentially dangerous people
into the students' living quar
ters could cause problems. Last
year (not during Haunted
House) an unknown man
sneaked into the residence
halls and exposed himself to
female students. A situation
such as this could occur again,
but the person wouldn't even
have to sneak in.
Do these activities really ap

TO V

peal to the majority of the stu
dent body? Many students ac
tually leave UOP and head up
to Chico for Halloween be
cause the festivities there ap
parently are more appealing.
After reading the "Question of
the Week" responses, it is
somewhat apparent that the
students and the student activ
ities planners have different
agendas.
Students do not seem satis
fied with the Halloween activ
ities offered on this campus, so
they are creating their own.
Last year Omega Phi Alpha
had a Halloween party called
Monster Mash, but because of
the alcohol policy, they didn't
have it this year. It is unfortu
nate that students now have to
leave campus or have three
person costume parties in or
der to celebrate Halloween.
Hopefully next year, the activ
ities will be more congruous
with student desires.

Pacifican editorials represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the
thlrd floor
of Hand 1M1 of e-mail us at letters@thepacifican.com. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Double standards in
University alcohol policies
Dear Editor:
I'm Jorge Barriere, Greek
Council co-president for Men
and a member of Pi Kappa Al
pha fraternity. I am writing in
regards to our much loved alco
hol policy and a recently dis
covered conflict it creates with
another policy the University
also has regarding alcohol. I
want to first of all commend
Omar Tinoco of Phi Delta Theta
for his audacious comments in
a letter to the editor that ap
peared in the October 14 issue
of The Pacifican. Although I dis
agree with only a few of his
points, I strongly believe that
more students should voice
their opinion when they find
something that needs change
within our campus community.
We have all experienced a
number of changes this last se
mester due to the alcohol poli
cy. The fraternity house party
is now a thing of the past.
Drinking in common areas is
looked at as a crime these days,
even though many of us are of
age. Kegs are no longer al
lowed—although that has not
stopped a number of Greek-let
tered organizations from hav
ing the traditional keg with the
bros and rushees.I am not writ
ing to merely complain about
the alcohol policy. I think many
of us sure wish things were the
way they used to be, but I am
quite positive the University
administration has their minds
made up on this one.
Let me direct your attention
to the fact that we have three
national social fraternities on
this campus. The national fra
ternities follow guidelines
handed down by the national
headquarters, ours being in
Memphis, Tennessee. These
guidelines are designed not
only to preserve and protect the
organization, but also toensure
that the organization as well as
the University are free of liabil

ity through risk awareness and sible administration! Congratu
insurance policies. One such lations on your choice! I guess it
guideline is the fact that nation pays to look out for number one
al fraternities are not allowed to and not the individuals you are
purchase and distribute alcohol in the business of educating.
on any occasion. Anyone who Did you realize that we, the un
has been to a party on campus dergraduate students, each
knows well that this guideline make a $27,000 donation every
is ALWAYS ignored, so let's see year? How about Saturday
if we can become responsible night beer gardens for all of us?
and throw "legal" parties.
I doubt I'll be making alumni
Because of the recent donations to an inconsiderate
changes in the University alco university, but I would still ap
hol policy, parties have been preciate the beer gardens when
moved to locations on campus I return for the Homecoming
such as the Raymond Common Festival as an alumnus.
Room, the PAF, the Baun/ Ban
Students need to realize that
nister Lawn area and our long in order for the national frater
awaited, still-under-construc- nities to throw legal parties on
tion-for-the-last-two-years Cal- campus, we must be allowed to
lison Hall.
have third-party vendors so
Being that national fraterni that an individual or organiza
ties are not allowed to purchase tion with the proper liquor li
and distribute alcohol, one may censes be allowed to distribute
wonder how alcohol can be dis alcohol at campus parties. In
tributed under these circum other words, let us remove the
stances. Well,
liability from
a third-party
"The University is the fraternal or
vendor such
ganizations
free to make
as hiring a
who are cur
exceptions to its rently distribut
bar-tender
would be the
ing alcohol and
policies when it
natural deci
place it on peo
wants to prostitute ple trained and
sion.
BUT
WAIT,
the itself for the sake of licensed to do
University
so.
gaining
does not al
To the Uni
donations..."
low third par
versity: please
ty vendors on
understand the
campus with the exception of impression students receive
ONLY during Homecoming. It when they realize that alcohol is
seems to me that the University distributed to under age stu
is free to make exceptions to its dents by non-licensed individ
policies when it wants to prosti uals at University-sponsored
tute itself for the sake of gaining receptions on a regular basis.
donations from alumni during Yet, when organizations make
Homecoming festivities, but an earnest effort in putting to
when it comes to ensuring its gether a social event with li
student parties remain on cam censed vendors, we are denied.
pus, they won't allow it.
And on another note—did you
Let's see—drinking and dri realize that the Eiffel Tower was
ving students, or impressing built in two years. How long
alumni—which has the Univer has Callison Hall been under
sity chosen? I guess they'd construction?
rather see drinking and driving
students than no beer garden at
Sincerely,
Homecoming. What a respon
Jorge Barrierre

The Pacifican welcomes letters to the editor.
Please include a signature and a
phone number.
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Question of the week
Compiled by Lauren Vang

How did you plan to spend
your Halloween holiday?
"I'm going to dress
up, drink beer and
go trick-ortreating."
Rick Conrad
Junior

"I am going to
dress up as
Smurfette."
Jennifer Ullman
Freshman
"I'm going to howl
at the moon with
Snickers in my bag
and Melissa Fields
on my shoulders."
Sara Lim
Sophomore
"I'm going to dress
up as Moustada
from Austin Powers
and get really
drunk."
Scott Schaefer
Sophomore
"I'm going to wear
my burgundy wig,
get dressed up, go
to see a band in
San Francisco and
drink."
Anastasia Clover
Junior

For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 4.
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South/West becomes haunted over the weekend
JOSEPH DE VERA

Senior Staff Writer

Last
weekend
the
South/West residence hall
was invaded by all manners
of ghouls, goblins and phsychopaths. South/West held
its annual haunted house
with approximately 97 people
in attendance last Saturday.
Five organizations spon
sored the event: RHA,
South/West
community
council, Residential Life and
Housing staff, Ritter House
and John Ballantyne resi
dence hall.
Seven different sections, all
with frightening screams and
people jumping out from
nowhere, tourists were
spooked with tension and
fear.
Because of its popularity,
RHA brought back the Dot
room, where individuals
dressed up in black, covered
themselves with neon poke-adots, and gave an amazing
camouflage to scare tour
groups.
The South / West communi
ty council created a "tunnel
section" where people had to
crawl one by-one on their
hands and knees. Being in a
more helpless and defenseless
position, tourists screamed at
hands reaching out from the
tunnel walls.
Other rooms included the
themes of The Blair Witch
Project, Scream, Graveyard

scene, Pit of Hell and Bee
Swarm.
Junior Beatrice Santiago
said, "I thought that the
Haunted House was good,
better than last year. I really
liked the crawling part be
cause it freaked me out a lot."
Co-chair of this years
Haunted House, Irina Moga
said, "It went really, really
well. It attracted a lot of stu
dents from the campus and
the community. I think that
people enjoyed it."
Along with Moga, Ken
Doolittle, South/West copresident was the other cochair in planning the event.
South/West VP, Emily
Dutch, served as the advertis
ing and promotions person
for the Haunted House.
Dutch helped to get sponsor
ship from several local busi
nesses, such as 24-Hour fit
ness, Pacific Bowl, Round
Table Pizza, Dante's Pizza
and Michael's Pizza.
With a $2 admission charge
and $1 off with a can-good
donation, the event raised
$1700 with 310 cans of food
donated.
The money raised deferred
the expenses of the haunted
house and the can goods were
donated to St. Mary's Food
Bank.
The South/West haunted
house is an excellent opportu
nity for students and UOP
personnel to reach out to the
Stockton community.

Above: This stagehand helps
create special effects with an
aerosol and a lighter. Special
effects at the Haunted House
were important to the suc
cess of the event.

I

Did you do anything for your Halloween?
I got my lip pierced,
-Ann Regan
Sophomore
I went to a fraternity party.
-Katie Pidanick
Junior

Compiled by jessica C. Curley

Left: An actress at
South/West's Haunted
House dug up from the grave
jumps out a passer by. The
pet rat and props add to the
gruesome display.

Students seek places
to dine & drinK
JOSEPH DE VERA

Senior Staff Writer

After the new alcohol poli
cy came into effect, students
were challenged to find ways
of drinking without breaking
the rules. Some had a more
difficult time obeying the new
policy, while others refused to

deal with the hassle and have
adjusted to the situation.
These students have gone off
campus to consume alcohol in
a very different environment.
Students have turned to lo
cal restaurant and bar estab
lishments, not only to enjoy
good food, but to partake in

See Bars, page 8
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Thousands raised
for United Way

- .y

The Division of Student Life.
Student Life had a 58% partic
ipation rate.
United Way and Pacific
Pat Cavanaugh was the
wrapped up their month long winner of tickets to the
campaign to raise money on Mudville 9. Stephen Coggs
Friday. The celebration was won a General Mills basket.
held on the Hand Hall lawn at Allison Dumas was the win
noon. There were prizes of ner of a Surprise Box. Mark
fered in the "Special Give Jantzen was the winner in the
away Opportunity" which Top Coordinator prize divi
consisted of six categories. sion and won a NEXXUS hair
UOP's month long campaign care products basket. Alan
helping United Way raised, as Ray was the winner in the first
of October 25, $33,288. This time contributor prize, which
was 83% of their actual goal of was The Record jacket. Other
$40,000. This money will help winners include: John Schifmany non-profit charitable or fers, a lamp from the Bedmart
ganizations. The results for and Lori Eibling, The Record Tthe contest were as follows:
shirt.
Of UOP's five divisions,
Anita Bautista, coordinator
there was a contest to see of this campaign, would like
which division could raise the to congratulate the winners
most money. The division that and also thank everyone else
donated the most money was who participated.
TAMMY GONZALES

Staff Writer

* «s

»U:
iy Chambers, vice-president of student life takes the
Hum at the United Way contest.

he Jet Center gives valuable
ixperience to college graduates
[HE PACIFICAN

Each autumn, the Japan
Exchange & Teaching (JET)
program launches its annual
recruitment drive, reaching
|>ut to prospective applicants
n 37 countries across the
jlobe. Applications can be
Obtained by calling the JET
Program Application Hotline
it 1(800) INFO-JET. Applicafions will be due at the Em
bassy of Japan in Washing
ton, D.C. by Wednesday,
December 8,1999.
The JET Program, initiated
?y the Japanese government
In 1987, invites college gradu
ates to participate in interna
tional activities and foreign
Language instruction in
[Japan. Currently, there are
over 5,800 participants on the
program, approximately half
' of whom are from the United
| States. Please note that all
majors or educational spe
cialties are welcome. Those
who are interested in this
program may apply for one
of the two following posi

tions:
1) Coordinator for Interna
tional Relations (CIR)
CIRs assist in projects relat
ed to international activities
at the local government level
in Japan. Duties may include
translating, interpreting, re
ceiving guests from abroad
and advising on matters re
lated to international ex
change programs. A function
al command of Japanese and
excellent communication
skills are required for CIRs.
2) Assistant Language
Teacher (ALT).
ALTs are assigned to local
schools and boards of educa
tion in Japan to engage in for
eign language instruction.
ALTs may also be involved in
clubs, teachers' seminars and
judging speech contests. Ap
plicants should have excel
lent English skills as well as
an interest in teaching. Nei
ther Japanese language abili
ty nor teaching experience is
necessary for ALTs.
In addition to the above,
applicants must have or ex

pect to obtain a Bachelor's
degree by June 30, 2000, and
must hold U.S. citizenship by
December 8,1999. The abili
ty to adapt to life in a Japan
ese community is a necessary
requirement, therefore, an in
terest in Japan, as well as a
flexible and enthusiastic atti
tude, is essential.
Successful applicants will
depart for Japan in July 2000.
Round-trip airfare from des
ignated points in the U.S. will
be provided. The length of
the contract is one year and
the annual remuneration will
be Y3,600,000 Japanese yen,
or approximately $34,300
($l=approx. Y105).
If you have any questions
regarding the program,
please feel free to contact our
staff here at the Japan Infor
mation Center by phone at
(415) 356-2462 or by e-mail at
jetsf@pacbell.net. Informa
tion is also available on our
website at http./ / www.embjapan.org/ sf/jet-exp.htm.
Thank you very much for
your assistance!

$33,288 - Amount
raised by UOP for
The United Way
83 - Percentage of
UOP's $40,000
goal that was
reached
30 - Percentage
targeted by UOP
for employee
involvement
58 - Percentage of
involvement from
Student Life, one
of the five
Divisions involved
in the United Way
fundraiser

Community Wide Web
of Stockton
8026 Lorraine Ave. #218
Stockton, CA 95210
209.473.5950

( STUDENT
125 Hours

• Addl Hours - S 50 per hour

1 Mailbox

• Addl Mailboxes - S5.00

5 MB Hard Drive Space

• Addl Space - $1 per MB/month.

Standard Features

• CD Rom
• Account Booklet
• Free Technical Support

CWWS.NETj
presents the 2nd Annual

of
Monday, November 8,1999
7:00-9:00 p.m. @ Hammer Skate

Roller Skate-A-Thon
Call 946-9315 for more information
All proceeds benefit Childrens Cancer Research
co-sponsored by UOPs RHA
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Tutoring program at Anderson Y helps children
BYRON BOCARD

an affordable $15 per hour.
Many people appreciate this
fact being that tutoring is very
helpful, but often times cannot
be found anywhere near an af
fordable price.
The center offers tutoring at
Manchester and Park Village
communities. These are apart
ment units that make up a
community and have pro
grams for the young people
that live in these areas. The
center's staff go to these places
and help the kids with any
type of work they need. They
have had up to 50 kids in one
afternoon wanting these types
of services. As you can see by
these numbers, tutoring is a
program that is very helpful
and greatly needed.
Another program that they
offer is called "Saturday PIE"
(Partners In Education). This is
where they have around 20 or
so kids come to the University
and enjoy a fun challenging

day of games and activities,
Tim Camuti, training coordina
tor for the Saturday PIE, says
this is "A fun way of exposing
them to the...(University com-

Basils and The Graduate. Of
course,
all students who are
Continued from page 8
under-aged are not allowed in
the consumption of their fa some of these places. Howev
vorite alcoholic beverages. er, students who are under 21
These businesses are conve usually join their friends at
niently located within a short places like The Graduate.
and safe driving distance
The Graduate offers a selec
from campus. Guidi's is a tion of food, such as pizza,
very short walk from school. sandwiches and salads. A
At this pizza pub, every jukebox and arcade games
Thursday night is UOP Night creates an upbeat environ
when pitchers of beer are of ment. The Graduate also ap
fered at a discounted price.
peals to sports fans with
Other popular places close ESPN.
to campus are Valley Brew,
There are popular sit-down

restaurants lined up along Pa
cific Avenue and March Lane.
Their bars also give the 21 and
over students the option of en
joying an alcoholic beverage.
Although many are con
cerned with the issue of drunk
driving, these places are con
venient enough for people to
come and pick up their intoxi
cated friends. And because
some of these places do allow
under-age students into their
establishments, a student who
is not 21 can always be the
sober driver.

Staff Writer

Did you ever wonder what
that small brick house is that
sits across the entrance of the
school on Pacific Avenue? You
know the one that always has a
sign in the front yard talking
about tutors, that brick house.
This house is where the Ander
son Y building is located.
What is Anderson Y you may
ask?
The Anderson Y Center is a
service center for the school
and the community. The main
service that thisstudent run or
ganization offers is tutoring.
Although it is open to anyone
who needs help, the main
group of people that use it are
high school and younger
youths. They have kids that
come to the center to be tutored
as well as have staff people go
out into the community to tu
tor. The tutoring at the center is

Bars.

Anderson Y, located on Pacific avenue, has been dedicated to tutoring the community sina

munity)." This can also be an
incentive to do well, since
many younger kids are fascinated by the possibility of going to see a "big" college cam-

pus.
The Anderson "V CZt:
filiated with the VN'C
that is where the "

Anna' f\yolT«o

44 YEARS of QUAll

falM ami tape) feline
944-5854
1119 [.Hording Way

Drive Thru Espresso

SAN FEllPt
(RILL
Whole Rofisserie Chicken
w/Beans, Rice, Salsa & Tortillas

• Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
• World's First Oyster Burrito
• Grilled Garlic Prawns
• Black Beans
• Carne Asada (grilled steak)
Carnitas (roast pork)
The livestock is fed the purest
natural feeds without the use of
growth hormones or antibiotics.
We use only 100% canola oil, not
hydrogenated. 50% lower in saturated fal
lhan soybean oil, peanut, or olive oil,

Catering Now Available!

PHONE ORDERS

952-6261

4601 Pacific Ave.

;

f

"Manny's"

GalifbtHi/cr

All Natural Beef. Chicken and Pork.

Stockton Rocks is a popular off campus student hangout on Thursdays evenings.

See Anderson '

(one block south of March Lane)

l-rom the Ranch to 1
Siiickiim's Uvi'tiu

I faniN

Afi Natural Beef and Por*
We use 100% ground fresr erst
The livestock is foci ttx? p .
natural feeds witnout tfx?
growth hormones or anr t> t

Breast of Chicken Sane
Marinated Carved from the I

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sand*

from our Wood Burning O -

Rotisserie Roasted Bret
Turkey Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
H.tnd cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

Always fresh
Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Fish Sandwich
on Sourdough Bun

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters and Chip I
Freshly Steamed ArtichoL^
Garlic Mashed Potatoes
Salads
Fresh Squeezed Leinoruxrl
Real Ice Cream Milksh- J
"STOCKTON'S BEST
FAST POOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415
ARA. VISA. Discover

S

Masters
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WFWA helps families

Local Musicians plan
highlight concert programs
THE PACIFICAN

Local Musicians will be the
virtuosos when the Stockton
Symphony performs Mozart's
"Sinfonia Concertante" for
winds at this month's "Clas
sics" concerts.
The Mozart work features
solo parts for oboe, clarinet,
bassoon and French horn.
The soloists are all principal
players in their wind sections.
Bob Davis, oboe, operates
a local piano service and re
building business with his
wife Marcia, who also plays
oboe and English horn for the
Stockton Symphony.
Arthur J. Holton III, clar
inet, is the award-winning
band director at Stockton's
Lincoln High School.
Don Dagrade, bassoon, is
professor of bassoon and sax

F Z A B X A E D )

work."
The concert, which will be
held on Nov. 11 and Nov. 13,
will also feature Aaron Cop
land's "Quiet City," Ralph
Vaughan William's "Fantasia
Soloists
On a Theme by Thomas
Tallis,"
and Sergei Prokofiev's
Bob Davis- oboe
"Symphony No. 1 in D classi
cal."
Arthur J. Holton III- clarinet
The Nov. 11 concert begins
Don DaGradeat
8 p.m. with a "meet the
bassoon
Maestro" presentation by the
Terry Richards Music Director, Jaffe at 7:15
French horn
p.m. The Nov. 13 concert be
California State University gins at 6 p.m., with Jaffe's pre
Stanislaus, and iscurrently an sentation being at 5:15 p.m.
instructor at CSU Hayward.
Both performances are at
"These roles are demand San Joaquin Delta College's
ing" notesStockton Sympho Atherton Auditorium. Tickets
ny Music Director Peter Jaffe, may be obtained from the
"and the talent of our four Stockton Symphony Associa
soloists, our four virtuosi, is tion at 1151 W. Robinhood
hugely impressiveand makes Drive, Suite C-4, or by phone
me especially proud of their at (209) 951-0196.

Greek Life

E $ T K A M N O
Z
g
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Kappa Lambda
day we will be out at our A
y
The members of Alpha
The men of Alpha Kappa booth at the University open
Phi Omega would like to Lambda would like to thank house. Please feel free to B

A thank our brother chapters all those who attended our
Halloween
$ tional conference.
We dance. Thanks to all those
p would like to especially rec- who came and helped out
£ ognize all the brothers and with our dinner on Sunday.
pledges who have put in so Pledges, good luck with the
A much time, energy and ef- rest of your pledging period.
E fort in planning the event You're almost there! Look
N and making it a great suc- out for more great events.
Q cess. As many would recall, We have six more weeks of
j-r "It was the best Fall Section- fun and excitement.
als." Special thanks to the
DJ's, our roll-call choreograKappa Alpha Theta
P pher and those who helped
The ladies of Kappa Al
£ with setup for banquet, pha Theta would like to
p Pledges, good luck and have thank everyone for comY fun in your last week of ming to our Halloween par
pledging. Congratulations ty last week. We had a lot of
_ South/West Community fun and the candy bags we
£ Council and residents and to put together for Mary Gra
A all those who helped out ham Children's Center were
^ and participated in the a success!
^ South/West
Haunted
This Saturday, Theta will
House. Thanks for letting us be hosting Kick Ball Classic
E be a part of it. There's still to benefit our philanthropy,
lots of service projects out CASA. We hope to see
IT there, be generous in an ef- everyone out on the field for
0 fort to celebrate National some great competition and
Y Service Week.
good fun! Finally, on Sun
1 ? Z A T E $ r K A

WFWA's holiday campaign
will include a Thanksgiving
The Western Farm Workers food basket distribution Nov.
Association (WFWA) invites 22 and a Christmas food basket
you to join the campaign this distribution Dec. 22.
The WFWA needs anyone
year to meet the increased
needs the winter season brings willing to volunteer, which will
to low income families. The help to eliminate the root caus
fastest onion workers (who are es of poverty and homelesspaid by the sack) earn $30 per ness in San Joaquin County.
day, while typical rents range UOP Professor Ed Pejack (946from $500 to $600 per month. 3082) will be conducting a food
With higher utility costs, many and clothing drive in the Engi
are forced to choose between neering Department. Call
WFWA at (209) 467-1193.
heating or eating.
THE PACIFICAN

ophone at The University of
the Pacific.
Terry Richards, French
horn, has taught at San
Joaquin Delta College and

E who came down for our sec- successful
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Anderson Y.

Continued from page 8
from in the name. It is one of
only a handful of college cam
pus sites that works in affilia
tion with the YMCA. In the
past, there were many other
campuses that had YMCA sites
on them, but in recent years
they have seen a great decline.
Programs like Anderson Y
are very beneficial, but becom
ing harder and harder to find
in recent years. Here on the
UOP campus, the center has
been serving the school and
community since 1879.
Camuti says that one of the

best rewards for working at
Anderson Y is that "You get to
know theStockton community
and it removes that barrier be
tween college students and the
community." University of the
Pacific also has a great desire
to be involved in the commu
nity and not have this "great
divide" between ourselves and
the people out there. This pro
gram really makes an effort to
do that. For more information
about the Anderson Y Center
and how you can get involved,
please feel free to stop by and
check out the small brick house
across the street or call 9462444.

n

stop by and say hello
throughout the day! Have a 0
great week!
p

1
Alpha Kappa Phi
The men of Alpha Kappa T
Phi-Archania would like to Y
thank the sweethearts for a £2
wonderful time pumpkin
carving. We love you all and A
hope that everyone had a
I
great time.
What a great Halloween A
weekend. V.P of PR would Z
like to say thanks to all the V
people that worked so hard I
to make the house look great
this last weekend. Everyone A
E
loved it! Way to fire up!
We hope that everyone T
had a good time as we al E
ways do. The South/West P
Haunted House was great.
Good job to everyone who 0
worked on that. Hope
everyone had a good time
this last weekend at all the N
different things happening M
on campus.

n
o

A
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Better People
Better Opportunities

Delivery Drivers
Great Second Income lob!
We offer
• $5.75 per hour
• 75* per delivery
• Large tip earning potential
(FREE DELIVERY)
• 50% employee discount
• Advancement opportunities
• Flexible scheduling
• A GREAT WORK ENVIRONMENT

Qualifications:
• 18 yrs. or older
• An acceptable driving record
• Have your own vehicle
• Maintain insurance coverage
• A GREAT ATTITUDE

Apply today at
3214 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA
916-485-3329, ext. 70
http://www.papajohns.com
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Aikido: the not-so-martial art
MIKE KO/IS

Staff Writer
This past June, I got the op
portunity to introduce the top
ic of nonviolence to a Relation
ships class at my former high
school.
During this half-hour peri
od, I described the enduring
philosophy of "not-harming,"
and how it was applied in
mass movements by Mohan
das Gandhi and Martin Luther
King, Jr.
Furthermore, once the peri
od had ended, I was feeling
rather comfortable with what I
had said, until the teacher of
this class expressed an ex
tremely valid concern: that the
nonviolent ideal seemed fine
and dandy for political
demonstrations, but what do
you do if you are about to be
physically assaulted? At that
time, I had no adequate an
swer.
I do now. It is called "Aiki
do" (or "The Way of Harmo
ny"), and it is the most modern
of the Japanese martial arts.
Within this discipline, the
spirit of nonviolence prevails,
as the goal is to defeat not
one's attacker, but the compul
sions that lead him to attack.
Moreover, on the technical
side, as described by Aikiweb's "History of Aikido," the

founder, Morihei Uyeshiba
(1883-1969), combined the
joint-locks and throws of jujitsu with the body movements
of sword fighting to create an
art form that uses the attack
er's own momentum against
him.
Because of this unique ap
proach, Aikido offers several
advantages over other more
popular methods of self-de
fense.
First of all, Aikido ensures
long-term and peaceful resolu
tions to conflict.
According to Torrey Stadtner, who has been teaching
"The Way" at UOP since 1972
, martial arts such as karate
and kung fu are effective at
painfully disabling an aggres
sor.
Yet he maintains, these ap
proaches often create rematch
es and increasingly torn rela
tions among people. Aikido,
on the other hand, seeks to di
minish hate by revealing to the
aggressor the folly of hisinten
tions.
Second, this discipline is
preferable since it can be prac
ticed by anyone.
The Sunset Cliffs Aikido
dojo [school] in San Diego, ex
plains this fact by stating, "Be
cause Aikido does not rely on
directly confronting strength
with strength, and does em-

phasize skilled maneuvering,
it enables a small person to ef
fectively control a large per
son. [And] a person with 60 or
more years can control a 20year-old."
Finally, unlike most other
martial arts, Aikido helps one
to achieve self-mastery. As il
lustrated by Uyeshiba, "Win
ning [in Aikido] means win
ning over the mind of discord
in yourself."
Hence, this approach en
courages inner calmness and
perspective, rather than out
ward signs of aggression
which fracture the soul.
Likewise, Aikido recognizes
and builds upon a much-need
ed wisdom, as put forth in the
words of the poet Marianne
Moore: "I must fight till I have
conquered in me what causes
war.
For further information,
kindly register for the Spring
2000 Aikido course (SPTS11B)
or e-mail bohemian@animalhouse.com
This class is an excellent op
portunity to leam basic self de
fense skills that can be useful
Drawing courtesy of Oscar Ratti for www.aikiweb.com
to anyone.

Monday Night
Football
410 pm

If you wish to
| see a story
covered by
The
Pacifican,
call Scott at
946-2113 or
e-mail
metro@
thepacifican.com
SBpfea«

Student Travel
f rom A t o 2

Cuervo Gold Margaritas 3.50
Pacifico Beer 2.50
Bucket of four Pacificos 8.99
Domestic Draft Beer 1.75
Select Appetizers 1.30

Tuesday Night

London
Paris
Barcelona
Amsterdam

178
210
274
264

From San Franci
each way based on a7

purchase. Farm do not
include taxes, are
in November and are
subject to change.
Restrictions apply.

1-800-2GOUNCIL
www . t o u r , i t t r . i v t : I

4-10 pm

Tacos (chicken/steak) .79c
Margaritas 1.99

Wednesday Night
4-10 pm

Baja Corona Zona Fish Tacos .99<
Coronas or Pina Coladas 2.25

Happy Hour
Specials

Tuesday-Friday 4-8 pm
Select Appetizers 1.50
Well Drinks 2.50
Mouse Chablis 2 50
Domestic Draft Beer 1.75

957--6891

2593 W. Marc h Ln

* Monday Night Only
Includes Steak, Scampi, Tri-Tip, Salmon, Pork Chops Etc.

PKicE PizzA
tTuesday Night Only
In House Only (Excludes Holidays)
MouR

Weekdays 4 - 6 p m
Special Prices on drinks ana appetizers
OPEN FpR luHIch Aftle t>tiMEI&
Reservations Available at 474.6585
6629 tmbarcadero Drive • Stockton
One mite west of 1-5 at Ben Holt exit

www.thepacifican.com
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Picture of the Week
Top Ten Ret

to read t
Top Ten I

10. It cured po

Venezuela

9. It is alot bette
eating it

What ever happened to people dressing up as cheerleaders for Halloween? The UOP cheerleaders set an example
for others to follow with their awesome school and holiday spirits!

CD Review

Did you hear the 411 ? 311 is back!

tor." If the third clue didn't
give the band of the millenni
um away, then you definitely
Welcome back boys!!! Peo need to keep reading to find
ple sometimes say that "three out the scoop on what is hap
times is a charm," but thesefive pening lately with this knock
perfectly matched alternative out band.
stud muffins are back for a fifth
Nick Hexum, Tim Mahoney,
smash album! If you haven't al SA Martinez, Chad Sexton and
ready realized of whom I am P-Nut are the five musicians
speaking, I will give you four who make "311!" These guys
clues. Here we go: "Music," have definitely put their hard
"Grassroots," "311," "Transis work and dedication into mak
LARA ZAMANSKY
Staff Writer

Third time is a charm for 311 with Soundsystem.

ing themselves a very success
ful band. 311 started playing
back in 1988 and it was not un
til 1991 that they brought their
infamous name to the music in
dustry. They played and
toured independently until
they signed with Capricorn
Records and the rest is musical
history.
The road to success was not
a smooth ride for 311. After
they hit the road to start the
promotion of their debut al
bum "Music," they were tem
porarily put out of commission
when all their band equipment
and personal belongings were
destroyed in the explosion of
their RV. Thisset back only pro
vided the determination and
extra push these guys needed
to make it to the top of the
charts, and that is exactly what
they did.
311's self titled album be
came a triple platinum record
and "Transistor" was in the top
five on the Billboard's Top 200
Albums Chart. These guys
won't rest for a minute until
everyone has experienced their

energetic music style and tan
talizing tunes.
Prepare yourselves for the
newest edition to the 311 col
lection. "Soundsystem" is hit
ting thestores everywhere and
is bound to be blasted in every
one's stereo system without a
single. "Soundsystem" is full of
the usual slick combinations of
funk, reggae,hip hop and hard
rock, but these guys have
thrown a little change at their
fans.
According to Nick Hexum,
"Our goal was to make a real
ly kick-ass rock record- a little
less experimental and more
raw!" If that is not enough to
get your adrenaline pumping
all you have to do is let the beat
of the loud guitars and drums
run through your veins. 311
uses their up-beat and positive
lyrics on "Soundsystem" to
kick off the new millennium.
These boys plan to spend
every second they have enter
taining their fans and doing
what they do best. Check 311
out if you don't just simply
love them already.

8. Surgeon Gen
Warning: Readin
besides the Top T
can be harmful ti
health and may\
emphysema
7. It keeps The Pa
in business
6. 9 out of 10 so
girls love itI
5. Letterman stec
of his ideas fror
4. It's been #1 on:
Times bestseller / .
eight weeks

3. It's not endorse:
UOP faculty or adr
tration
2. Your mom said
good for you
1. Complimenting
writer on his lists i
good way to get*
into bed.
Compiled b
Brad Franca

•
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Book Review
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Homeless, Not Heartless
LINDSAY CRIMES
Senior Staff Writer

Title: Where The Heart Is
Author: Billie Letts
Publisher: Warner Books
Length: 358 pages
Price: $12.00

—
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Home, the saying goes, is
where The Heart Is and in the
case of Novalee Nation, home
is a Wal-Mart in Sequoyah,
Oklahoma where she is job-

less, penniless, and seven
months pregnant. Novalee is
the seventeen- year-old hero
ine of Billie Lett's Where The
Heart Is, a novel about
heartache and about making
a home.
Novalee begins her story
stranded at a Wal-Mart by her
loser boyfriend, plagued by
the unluckiness of sevens,
and she soon discovers that
life is going to get a lot harder
before it gets easier.
The novel traces the next

eight years with Novalee, her
daughter and the people who
become the only real family
this girl has ever had. First
comes a blue-haired Bible
pushing woman with a wide
smile and an even wider
heart, followed by a brownskinned boy with magical in
sight and an African Ameri
can man with eyes that see
deeply and hands that find
hidden talents.
Soon there comes a friend
See Book, page 14

Movie Review

Love is what makes a house a

home...it is where the heart is.

"The Story of Us" should be "The Pathetic Story"
STEPHANIE DODSON
I Staff Writer

Director: Rob Reiner
Starring: Bruce Willis and
Michelle Pfeiffer
Rated R

Most films are about people
falling in love. "The Story of
Us is about falling out of love.
Michelle Pfeiffer and Bruce
Willis star in this comedy / dra
ma directed by Rob Reiner.
These names alone would ap
pear to ensure a great film.
However, after spending an
hour and thirty two minutes
watching the film, I was disap
pointed with the results.
Bruce Willis and Michelle
Pfeiffer play Ben and Katie Jor
dan, a couple who appears to
have the ideal life. They have
two great kids, interesting jobs
and a marriage that has lasted
15 years. They even play a
game at every family dinner
where they discuss their "high
and low" for the day. The
game gives each family mem
ber the opportunity to state the
best and worst parts of their
day. But after the children,
Josh and Erin, leave the dinner
table, the audience realizes this
picture perfect family isn't so
perfect.
Their marriage is headed to
divorce court. Until Josh and
Erin leave for summer camp,
mom and dad put on their-

happy faces and pretend
everything is all right. Once
the kids are gone, Katie goes
home and Ben heads to a hotel.
While it is unclear where their
problem started, their fights
are shown in flashbacks from
the time they met up until the
summer of their separation.
Going along with the film's
gimmick of the "high and low"
game, these are the high and
low points of the film:
High- Rob Reiner took a risk
by doing a film about the de
terioration of a marriage in
stead of a traditional love story.
He explores not only their
marriage relationship but also
the parenting relationship with
their kids. A major portion of
the film deals with how Ben
and Katie will tell their unsus
pecting kids that "mommy
and daddy" are getting di
vorced. This aspect of the film
is extremely well done. When
Erin places her sleeping moth
er's hand inside her sleeping
father's, you can't help but feel
fear and sympathy for the chil
dren.
Low- Silence in a movie can
be very effective and expres
sive in a plot. However, the si
lence shared between Ben and
Katie were long and drawn
out. It didn't add tension to the
scene but added boredom. It
seemed as though Willis and
Pfeiffer forgot the cameras
were still rolling.
High- This may be one of

the only chances you can see
Bruce Willis, the action star of
"Die Hard," in a "chick flick."
Not only does he give heartfelt
speeches, he also has an emo
tional breakdown and cries
about his failing marriage.
Low- While it is supposed to
appear as though neither Ben
nor Katie is at fault, Katie is
subtly characterized as the

"bad guy." Pfeiffer portrays
Katie as a wife who has lost her
sense of humor and becomes
too predictable. After they
split, she immediately begins
dating their family dentist,
(Tim Matheson). However,
Willis's character Ben, is defi
nitely a more likeable character
because he wants the marriage
to work.

High- The supporting cast,
Rita Wilson and Rob Reiner, is
excellent. They are the best
friends of Katie and Ben. Their
small interjections of comedy
lighten the mood of the film.
Low- The flashbacks, which
were very choppy, did not
have enough substance to give
any real answers about where
See Movie, page 14

6262 West Lane
955-5680
Bargain Matinees in ()
<K
Advance Ticket Sales
' _H
—J Available at the Box Office '

Bone Collector - R
** No Passes **

Daily: (2:05.4:50) 7:35,10:10
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:25)

AUTHENTIC
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

m

SANOWICHES-aBKSAlAOS-SOUP
DRAFTBEER-WINES

ugj

expnires

MTHAVQOCMJR

5/31
1/00

pyyiEb
PACIFIC AVE BOWL

RwUk Amsw Bowl

** No Passes **

I

Daily: (2:30,3.05,5:25) 7:15,7:50,10:20
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:25)

Bats -PG13

one coupon per pizza
r

The House on Haunted Hill - R

5939 Pacific Ave.

EVERY FRIPAY NIGHT
FROM 10PM TO 1AM
*1100 PER PERSON
477-0267

Daily: (4:45) 9:45
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:50)

fringing Out the Dead - R|
Daily: (2:20,5:10) 7:45,10:15
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:30)
:ight

Club - R

Daily: (2:00,5:00) 8:00

"he Story of Us - R
Daily: (2:50,5:20)7:30,9:50
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:30)

Double Jeopardy - R
Daily: (2:35,5:05) 7:40,10:05
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12:00)

hree Kings - R
Daily: (2:25,4:55) 7:25,9:55
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:40)
Friday -Thursday 11/5-11/21
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Local Music Baby!

What Randy
Deems
Worthy
RANDY DEEMS

Staff Writer

Things are looking up!
Despite the enormous
volume of Welt last
Thursday, there was a
somewhat steady crowd
in attendance. As far as I
know, there is not a band
playing today. Next
week, the Jim Stubblefield Group will be shar
ing its mix of Spanish
guitars
and
Latin
rhythms. On November
18, be sure to check out
the local hardcore band
Crypt Orchid. I'll have
more on them next week.
Enough about nooners. Tomorrow night you
can catch an acoustic set
by Mike Parks (formerly
of the Bruce Lee Band
and Skankin' Pickle) and
Dan Potthast (MU330) at
the Yosemite St. Cafe. If
you don't know who
these guys are, then you
probably don't care. If
you have heard their oth
er projects, this is a great
opportunity to see them
in a pretty intimate set
ting. However, who
knows what they will do
with this "unplugged"
format. The show starts
at 8 p.m. the cover is $3
and it is an all ages show.
Last week I mentioned
the big ska show on No
vember 12. The lineup in
cludes Dr.Rocket and the
Moon Patrol (Fresno),
Longshot (Tracy), Keyser
Soze, Section H (UOP)
and is headlined by Mon
key (San Jose). Informa
tion on each band and di
rections to the Seifert
Center are available
through the "shows"
page
on
www.sectiorvh.com. This
show starts at 8 p.m. and
See Randy, page 15

THE FVlPir

Restaurant Review

Nick's so naughty!

HOLLY CACCIAPACUA

Staff Writer
Naughty Nick's
552 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
477-4411
Monday-Thursday 9a.m.-12:30a.m.
Friday-Saturday 9a.m.-2a.m.,
Sunday 8a.m. 12:30p.m.
Mastercard, Visa,and ATM accepted

Naughty Nick's has a split
personality. Sunday's during
the day, the atmosphere of
this pizza restaurant brings
me back to my height-chal
lenged days of childhood at
Chuck E. Cheese. There are
kids all over the large restau
rant, running, screaming, cel
ebrating birthdays and hav
ing a great time.
The other side of Nick's
personality, however, is one
that stays up till two in the
morning, serving beer and
playing pool with friends.
The arcade games are still
available but are not fully uti
lized like they are during the
day.

Naughty Nick's has an ex
tensive menu starting with a
breakfast of
pancakes,
omelettes, piggies in a blanket
and French Toast, with most
prices ranging around $4.00$5.00. Breakfast is served
from opening until 11:30
Monday-Saturday and from
opening until 12p.m. on Sun
days.
For lunch, and dinner,
Naughty Nick's has your ba
sic choice of pizzas with sizes
ranging from the mini, which
serves one, to the extra large,
which serves 6- 8 people.
Naughty Nick's is famous
for their combination pizza.
This pizza is loaded with top
pings, 13 kinds to be exact. On
top of Naughty Nick's pizza
you'll find Italian sausage,
onions, black olives, green
olives, linguica, artichoke
hearts, fresh mushrooms, Ital
ian salami, bell peppers,
Canadian style bacon, Greek
peppers and of course cheese.
The pizza prices for the
combo and the plain cheese,
respectively are as follows:

el arrives not when the hero
achieves happiness, but when
Continued from page 73
she realizes her own power
with a propensity for aban and worth and asserts herself
donment-prone men who in a way that can only be de
will be confronted with a scribed as womanly. Make no
tragic misfortune so painful it mistake, the road she takes
overpowers the entire novel from a crying, barefoot home
and a learned young man in a less girl to the woman she is
brown stocking cap with a at novel's end is a rocky,
propensity for love. With winding mountainous one.
these people, Novalee dis
The novel spends much of
covers a self within her own its time in very deeply de
pitiful figure that is worth pressing and treacherous wa
standing up for and being ters that are so hard to over
happy about.
come that when triumph
Perhaps the most tri finally arrives and the shore
umphant moment in the nov is in sight, the readers have

Book.

Try the vegetarian pizza! It's theA&E editor's favorite]

mini-$5.99, $3.99, small$13.99, $9.75 , medium$16.99, $11.75, large- $19.75,
$1 3.75, extra large- $22.25,
$15.75.
My friend had the mini
combination and loved it. He
was sweating while he ate it,
but he loved it regardless. I
tried a pepperoni mini and
wasn't too thrilled with it. It
just didn't seem very special.
So apparently the combina
tion is the way to go at
Naughty Nick's.
Nick's also has some goodsized, very affordable appe
tizer. We got an order of small
onion rings for $1.39 that allittle strength left over to cel
ebrate.
Nevertheless, the novel
and Novalee are a triumph - a
triumph of poetic prose and
storytelling and a triumph of
the human spirit.
If you can handle the on
slaught of woeful circum
stance and pitiful sadness,
this novel will take you to a
place you have probably
never been, teaching all the
while that not only is home
where the heart is, but that
home and family are what
and who you allow your
heart to make them.

most filled us up- They a
serve a variety of IsS p u d s f o r $ 4 . 2 5 t h a t co
with ranch and a I?road si
You have your choice ofc
spud, all meat spud artdi
gie spud, to name a few.
Although Nick's waslc
and rowdy when I wasth
that's the kind of joint itis:
they do what they do weE
I give them a 5 on atm
phere, a 4 on taste (consid
ing the combination), a2

speed, (they were av.ri
slow that busy Sunday aft
noon), a 4 for price and a 31
service, for an overall n'
of 31 /2 chefs.

Movie.

Continued from page 73
the
couple's
prob.t
stemmed. Reiner builds a gf
wall between the two cha'
ters and then at the last f
minutes gives the audiend
happy ending.
Happy endings are alw£
great but this ending was:
perfect and unrealistic.

RNG€lfl'S
Skin & Body Core

• Facials and Peek
• Spa Treatments
• Body Waxing*
• Make-up AppHca«*
• Needle-Free Heard**

Open Daily from I lam to 12 Midmghe- fr» S SatTtl lam

Any ideas for Top 10 or
information for calendar
events? Cail 946-21 IS and
leave a message for Carol.

yocmtco
me

FINE MEXICAN CUISINE
Tacos "Enchiladas •Tostadas Chiles Reilenos
Chimkhaugas • Floutas

• Aromatherapy

• Gift Certificates
• Integra
Angel* Gibson, LE.

Now offering.*

M1CRODERMABRASIOS

10% STUDENT DISCOU^
WITH THIS AD

235-1626

36 South San Joaquin Stockton,Ca

462-3784

VISA MASTERCARD ATM
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Inior
in-off

Aquarius
(January 20-February 18)
Others relate toyour situation,
words and analogies in a way that
is a bit surprising. f|ke advantage
of the moment in order to take a
wild ride on thesamewavelength.

UANSKY

iitor

Gemini
(May 21r June 20)
Put relaxation on your mind and
on your best to make your body fol
low suit. It is a break worth taking in
that it helps to soothe your soul and
place thingsmanev/perspective.

Libra

you ever thought
>w many times you
word "dude?" Apr, this is a word not j
in the "deep
I said it a couple
Iking to this guy I :
e conference and
led to ask me if I
California, if I
tely, and if 1 liked
dgers. Rrrrrright.
'eople get upset
stereotype others.

(Jitne21-July22)
Your emotionsare swayed by the
smallest details, whjdl makes for a
bouncy rid»Aos^irthat
you de
termine wheredie tough spots and
smooth suffatyfcare found.

(October 23-tSlovember 21)
That whichhas been black and
white nowbegins fo btpr into an

knocks you a bifroff kilter with its
strengtf||<p^J|^ijetfung
new and tyfferent.ytfiyoutcome
brings you to a whofe new level.

.; - I is an amazing cul!:TMterence in Atlanta
to here in Cali• esPecially when
yed to Stockton. I
lever been apby so many pee
ing, er...asking for
Some of these uptd moral citizens
:ake a stack of free
ipers and try to sell
3|o people. Atone
two of these es~
members of society
>mpeting on oppoof the street. The
one guy sitting on
looking pathetic
could in front of
•nald's begging for
when there was a
'anted sign in the
lald's
window,
very cosmopoli-

Cancer

Scorpio

(Septemlvr 23- November 21)

- Mow hours arrive on
• ; I Coast.

Pisces
(February 19- March 20)
Your sweat and tears pay off just
as you arebeginning to wear out.
Theext
you to
go
ultsare
likely to!
wait.

undeffoablegrayKeyponthe
whole. Tite issuesmny not be as
easy as they,once seemed.

Aries

Taurus

(Mgrch 21-April19)
Your ability to'communicate
flows
b4tufy
captures
the heartsof those around you. Set
things up sdfbat loved ones are
within fe&rifog'distance.

(April20 May 20)
A memoryof a time gone by re
minds you of where vou have been
and where you think you are going.
The two fend tobfemore interrelat
ed thanyouever expected.

Leo

Virgo

duly 23-August 22)
The process maybe a pain, but
the outcomeis up to you. Be decisive in thestrategies you choose to
pursue. Limit your options to those
which aremore feasible.

(August 23- September 22)
A magnetic field surrounds you,
and it is alternating between attrac
tive objects and repelling them. The
two forces make for a strange mix.
Aim forthelhid^Sy point.

Sagittarius

Capricorn

(November 22-December 21)
Your originality shines through
in all that vou decide to undertake.
If you find yourself beS^imitated,
it is not in jest butfnnn attempt to
dupUeaStyiyiyjrjIqueness.

(December.22- January 19)
A twist of fatehas you turned
around looking forsrimething you
have neverseen bgforj#- Stretching
properly ensures that you aren't in
jured in (ferttehbvf)vements.

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

j

Days of Our
Lives

After learning that Adam
switched the stem cell sam
ples and used David's name
as a cover, an angry Liza con
fronted Adam who blurted
out that Colby is their daugh
ter.

Hope (the real one) dove
into the river in an attempt at
freedom. Hope learned that
Kurt was her husband after
becoming overwhelmed by
the laser surgery. Princess
Gina had a positive transfor
mation.

General
Hospital

Unaware that Sonny had
Brad learns the truth about
already heard the telltale Victor's sperm deposit.
tape, Hannah changed her Nikki accepts the fact that she
mind about telling Sonny the and Victor will not have
truth. Sonny decided to use another child. Victoria isn't
Hannah as a dupe by feeding pleased with Ashley's plan to
her false information for the have a baby with Cole.
FBI.

ux

Continued from page 14
the cover is just $6.1 believe
you can save a buck by
bringing some canned food
for those less fortunate.
Look for issues of Alive &
Kicking around campus.
A&K is all about the Sacra
mento local music scene and
contains a great calendar of
shows for each month.

WHOA... WHAT'S
THAT STACK OF
BOOKS FOR?

by phil flickinger (www.l-e-x.com)
PIY PAPER. I
NEEP TO SALT
mv ml ioo/wiy
WITH Some
EXTRA S0UKC£S.

Value scale for ratings

K CAREFUL;
PROTESSORS
ACTUALLY
REAP THOSE
THINGS...

A BIBLIOGRAPHY
IS THE PAPER'S
R£CtP£; I'M
MERELY SPI0IN6
UP AN OTHERWISE

8UT I TARE
rr YOU PIPN'T
ACTUALLY REAP
ANY OF THE 800KS

APE CUFF'S
NOTES

BOOKS OR
PERIOPICALS?

MONDAY NIGHT fOOTBALL ON SATELLITE
MENU SERVED: 11AM-JPM AND 5PM-10PM

$$$$$ = It was PIMP
$$$$ = It was Money, baby
$$$ = It met my expectations
$$ = / was left unsatisfied
$ = At least it registered on the scale

—

The Youngand
the Restless

CIE)
1

(209) 478-4290
25H MAHD (ANAL BIYD #* •STOCKTON, (A 95207
ACWS5 FROM UK HITON ENTRANCE
QlH lllllll

j ;•
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Calendar of Events
through November
Campus Events
Nov. 10
UOP Movie: American Pie @
9 p.m. in the McCaffrey The
atre
Nov. 11
Pacific Hour Music: Jim Stubblefield Group from 12p.m. lp.m.
Nov. 12,13,14
UOP Symphony Orchestra @
8 p.m. Faye Spanos Hall.
UOP Movie: Boogie Nights @
9p.m.
Nov. 12,13,19,20
The Dying Gaul @ 8 p.m. in
the DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre. Tickets call: 9462116.

I

Nov. 14,21
The Dying Gaul @ 5 p.m. in
the DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theatre. Tickets call: 9462116.

Nov. 13
ASUOP Presents: Tour of the
Winchester Mystery House.
Tickets/Questions: 946-2233.
Nov. 18,20,21
Pacific Hour Music: Crypt
Orchid from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.
UOP Movie: Eyes Wide Shut
@9 p.m.

Movies
www.movtes.com

Nov. 5
The Bachelor
The Insider
The Messanger: The Story of
Joan of Arc
Man on the Moon
Nov. 12
Anywhere But Here
Dogma
Ride With the Devil
Nov. 19
Sleepy Hollow
Tumble Weeds
The World is Not Enough

Nov. 24
Toy Story 2
Anna and the King
End of Days
Flawless

Theater
www.tlieatre.com

Sept. - Nov. 5
Berkeley. Gaileo @ the Berke
ley Reportory Theatre. Tues.,
Th., Fri. 8 p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.
and Sun 2 p.m. & 7 p.m.
Prices: $33 - $48.50.
Nov. 6
Stockton. Natalie Cole @ the
Fox Theatre 7:30 p.m. Tickets:
209-464-4FOX.
Sept. - Nov. 14
San Jose. Annie @ the Amer
ican Musical Theatre of San
Jose. Tues. - Fri. 8 p.m., Sat. 2
p.m. & 8 p.m. and Sun. 2 p.m.
& 7 p.m. Prices: $40 - $55.
Nov. 17-Jan. 7
Berkeley. The Beauty Queen
of Leenane @ the Berkeley Re-

portory Theatre. Tues. - Sat. 8
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m. and Sun. 2
p.m. & 7 p.m. Price: $33 $48.50.

Nov. 10
San Francisco.5
of Large ^»zeS ;

Nov. 19 - Dec. 26
San Francisco. Cabaret @ the
Curran Theatre. Tues. - Fri. 8
p.m., Sat. 2 p.m. & 8 p.m. and
Sun. 2 p.m. Prices: $34 - $75.

Nov. H Planet Extie^,

Sept. - Nov. 21
San Jose. Desire Under the
Elms @ the San Jose Reperto
ry Theatre. Tues. - Sat. 8 p.m.,
Wed. 12 p.m., Sat. 3 p.m. and
Sun. 2 p.m. & 7 p.m. Prices:
$16 - $32.

Music/Entertainment
www.music.com

Nov. 1-6
San Francisco Jazz Festival.
Tickets call: 415-398-5655.
Nov. 6
Oakland. Eclipse: Celestial
Bodies House Party. Tickets
call: 887-467-5299. Price: $20
(presale) & $25 (at door).

Constant Drama!
Deception, Sex and a Black Box...
MOLLY RIDDLE

Guest Writer

The Department of Theatre
Arts continues its 76th season
with Craig Lucas' contempo
rary drama, "The Dying
Gaul."
The play examines the
many uses and misuses of the
Internet as it relates to varying
levels of human relationships.
It chronicles the struggles of
aspiring Hollywood screen
writer, Robert, as he and his
psychiatrist, Dr. Foss,( played
by Adam Bute) deal with the
recent death of his lover.
When Robert, (played by
JoeGallina) meets producing
mogul Jeffrey, (played by An
thony Richardson) and the
two begin their journey of see
ing Robert's script to the
screen, their working relation

ship metamorphoses into an ment and will open on No 946-2U0P.
Come see sex and scandal
unexpected sexual affair that vember 12, 1999 at 8:00p.m. in
is unwelcome by Jeffrey's the DeMarcus Brown Studio live on stage!
wife, Elaine, (played by Theatre inthe
Nicole Douffie). Faced with side
this deception and blatant dis drama
honesty Elaine, in a fit of rage, building on
plots to destroy the bond be the south
side of the
tween the two men.
The Dying Gaul is a UOP cam
glimpse into the personal pus. It will
lives of three unique and vul then con
nerable human beings. It is tinue Nov.
not a play for those looking 13, 19 and
for a gentle, laughing come 20 at 8:00
dy but is instead a serious dra p.m. and
ma filled with theatrical vital the 14 and
ity and brilliant language 21 at 5:00
symantics. The play contains p.m. For
explicit sexual references and ticket infor
is meant for a mature, adult mation
please con
audience.
the
Tire Dying Gaul will be pre tact
sented by University of the UOP box
Pacific's Theatre Arts depart office
at Move over Freud! UOP has a lot o f gaul...

510-601-043!.

Film Festival ton
Ad re na 1 i1-1 e"')iiir,

of Extreme Spotfe

11/11: SantaCn
11/13: Fairfax
Broadway
11/17: Sacrame:
11/20: CHico-di
11/21: Hum bold:
State
11/26: San Fran
Great Americai!

Nov. 14
Lodi. DmitriV:
Orchestra pre:?
®
Gershwin
Hutchins Street?
ets call: 209-333-i

Nov. 26
San Francisc
Square. Tree La
mony @6 p.rr
775-5500.

Top of
Box 0
1. Double
Jeopardy
2. The Stoi
Us
3. Fight C
4. Supersta
5. Three IC
6. Americ;
Beauty
7. Sixth Se
8. Random
Hearts
9. Blue Stn
10. Drive ^
Crazy
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\r Polo

ed from page 20
) managed to score
ues lis against the Pepper31. lense in the course of
including a solid inIgoal for Pacific in the
barter which increased
r's lead to 9-6.
|Nowak, Chris Lund,
and Tri also congoals for Pacific, helpi to the spooky
en win.

SCO.

J

Ine

I ed from page 20
I Some Props to the
R
t's cross county team
heir best season in the
[history of the nonnip athletic program,
he guidance of Coach
pale, the team hosted
Vest Championships
n, CA for the first time
Ihed higher than ever
f We were closer than
he teams above us and
ft even have our third
- said. "This is the
1 we have ever had."
> how the runners do
Ive any athletic schol"from the school and
track team at Pacific

Johnson made five saves for aged to survive until the end of
the Tigers against Pepperdine, the fourth quarter," said
including a crucial save with Thaning.
only :26 left in the third quarter
Pacific now holds a record
during a Wave
of 12-8, and 2-4 in
two-man advan
the Mountain Pa
tage situation to Pacific
cificSports Feder
protect Pacific's 7ation. The Tigers
6 lead.
will return to ac
"We got into
tion
this weekend
some foul trouble Pepperdine 7 with two road
on hole set de
games against
fense
which
foes UC Santa
placed us in a man down situ Barbara and Pepperdine Uni
ation pretty often, but man- versity once again
gram, Coach Hale should be
commended for his dedication
and success with the cross
country team. The pack will
travel to Portland for the
NCAA Western Regional No
vember 13.
Turning Over a New Leaf
Continuing with the turning
of the seasons theme,
Women's volleyball turned
over several new leaves in
their home play over Fullerton
and Irvine. The home stretch
allowed Coach John Dunning
to test the skills of the freshies
before hitting the Big West dri
ve. It was a glimpse at the fu
ture of the team as they
clinched their 22nd consecu
tive year with 20 wins in a sea
son as they stayed at the top of
the Big West Conference. The
the

Tigers to settle some unfin
ished business against UCSan
ta Barbara and Cal Poly on
their way to Hawaii.
Georgia, Sweet Georgia
While in Atlanta with the
Pacifican staff for a journalism
conference, I was given the op
portunity to meet and mingle
with other sports writers from
across the country. What I took
from this experience was the
understanding that we are
very lucky at Pacific. Sure oth
er schools have national cham
pion basketball programs and
fancy football teams, but those
schools also have stuck-up ath
letes, early recruitment to the
NBA and crowded classes. Pa
cific really has an amazing
combination of top ranking
athletic programs and smallschool perks. Go Tigers.

ppa Alpha Theta's
6 t h Annual

Come and join the fun!

aturday Nov, 6, 1999
J c k e r m a n Field

Starts at Noon

„Call 463-5992 for more information
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U Notebook
• Cross Country •
The silver lining could finally be appearing for the women's
cross country team.
In a meet held in Rocklin California, hosted by the Univer
sity of the Pacific, the lady Tiger's had their best finish of the
season.
The Pacific women's squad was led by junior Cynthia
Krieger, who placed 55th individually with a time of 20:18.
Also scoring for the Tigers were Katie Engel (61st, 20:31), Marlene Eggener (64th, 20:37), Torrey Groves (75th, 21:39) and Kim
Bruce (80th, 25:06).
• Field Hockey •
Predicting Dennis Rodman's next hair color is easier than
trying to figure out how the Women's field hockey team wil
fare in their next match.
After beginning the season with an eight game losing streak,
the Tiger s have won three of their last four games, with all
three wins coming within their division.
On Saturday, October 23 the Tigers were victorious in a
match with SW Missouri State, winning 1-0 on a penalty cor
ner by Juli Fomenko.
Two days later Pacific defeated Saint Louis with sophomore
Giovanna Tripiano scoring all the Tiger points. Tripiano scored
two goals of her own and assisted freshman Nicolette Wiegand's first half goal.
It took overtime to win, but the October 26 match against
Davis & Elkins still resulted in a victory for the Tigers. Goal
keeper Lisa Beach had five saves and three different Tigers
scored.
• Water Polo •
Sixth-ranked Pacific (12-8,2-4 Mountain Pacific Sports Fed
eration) rallied from a 3-0 deficit to defeat No. 7 Pepperdine (910,2-4 MPSF) 10-7 on Sunday, October 31 at Chris Kjeldsen
Pool.
Gabe Esposto had a dominating game while scoring four
goals, including a two-pointer. Karl Thaning, Soro Salerno,
Chris Nowak, Andrew Tri and Chris Lund also chipped in
with one goal apiece.
• Comings and Goings •
Duane Isetti, the present executive director of the Pacific
Tigers Athletics Association, has accepted a new position with
the University as the Director of Planned Giving. Isetti will be
taking over for Kara Brewer, who is retiring after 30 years. The
position involves all types of fund raising for the University.
Compiled by Benjamin Starr.
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Volleyball.

Continued from page 20
themselves down 10-12 late in
the game.
Few teams are as adept at
snatching defeat from the jaws
of victory as Fullerton State.
The Titans eventually fell to
the Tigers 15-12 in the sweep.
Stegemann led the offensive
with nine kills while junior
Kara Gormsen served up 20
assists to compliment her six
digs. Leading the defense
which out-blocked the Titans
21-1 were Stegemann with
seven blocks and freshman
Elaine Goeders with four.
Float like a butterfly, sting
like a bee, you'll never find a
champ with game like UOP. It
was perfectly fitting that Sat
urday night's match marked
the 25th anniversary of the
famed "Rumble in the Jun
gle," as the Tigers perfected
their "rope-a-dope" on the UC
Irvine Anteaters.
Game one started fairly
normal before a partially cos
tumed crowd of 2,159. Neither

I

SPORTS
team was able to seize mo tough 15-7 game.
mentum or take much of a
For the first two games of
commanding lead until senior the match the Tigers played a
Jennica Smith served an eight little off of their usually fero
point rally for the Tigers. De cious intensity, looking a little
spite the big charge the Tigers sluggish on the court. Yet, just
ran into trouble closing out the like Ali, the Tigers came out
game but finally outlasted the for game three at 150 percent
Anteaters to take a tough and beat down Irvine 15-3. Pa
game one 15-7.
cific bobbed, weaved and
Trying to keep fresh, Dun jabbed the Anteaters to death
ning used most of the person in the third and final game, out
nel at his disposal including hitting them .400 to (-.037).
his talented Tanja DimitrijeFor the 21-2 (11-1 Big West)
vic/Gormsen tandem at the Tigers, Stegemann led the way
net. Game two began with se once again with nine kills,
nior Dimitrijevic running the while fellow senior Tracy
offense and taking an aggres Chambers added seven kills of
sive stance as the team began her own as well as a big five
to stall.
blocks.
Coach Dunning said of the
The Tigers, who have only
play of the Tigers' setters, lost five sets in winning their
"They help distract (the oppo 21 matches this season, take to
nents) defense because they the road this week seeking re
have to play the setters."
venge on UC Santa Barbara
But it was Dimitrijevic's trio who handed Pacific its only
of aces as much as her three conference loss of the year.
kills that made her so effective John Dunning's career coach
in game two. The impenetra ing victoriesstand at 398 and a
ble Pacific defense allowed sweep this weekend would
Irvine to fire off 11 kills before vault him into the elite 400 win
falling to the Tigers in another club.

Above: Pacific,
watch from the
the team
eep
against L/C lni

Left: SopHorrm
Kelley leans vt.
porting the T
weekend.

Women's Soccer

Pacific soccer season comes to a close with injt
bug was freshman midfielder
Christine Bill who sprained
her ankle against Idaho on
What is the one thing no October 3. Next to go down
pre-season prognosticator was fellow rookie defender
could ever possibly predict? Angela Allgaier, who joined
What is the scourge of all the list of the walking
sports? What is this some wounded with another ankle
thing that sneaks up on even sprain suffered against UC
the best prepared, most tal Irvine on October 15.
ented and best-coached of
The biggest hit came on
teams?
October 17. Playing against
Injuries.
Cal State Fullerton, junior
The women's soccer team forward and team leader K.J.
has fallen victim to the virus Nishikawa was lost for the
for which there is no cure, season when she tore the me
and it might just cost them a dial collateral ligament and
chance at the playoffs.
possibly the anterior cruciate
A year after finishing with ligament in her knee. The
their first ever Big West Tigers went on to lose that
championship and a stun game in overtime and the
ning first round playoff victo next two to continue their fall
ry over Cal Berkeley, a season from grace.
of promises has turned into a
Throw in a deep bone
season of disappointments.
bruise to senior goalkeeper
Before their last two games Kim McCaskey's thigh in a
(one win and one tie) the game against UC Santa Bar
Tigers had lost five in a row, bara and you have quite a full
dropping them out of title medical roster. McCaskey, the
competition altogether.
Big West's leader in goalsFirst to be hit by the injury against average (1.01) and a
BENJAMIN STARR

Staff Writer

holder of many of Pacific's
all-time records, could only
play seven minutes against
Cal Poly last weekend before
being replaced by promising
freshman Megan Pickering.
This decline caused by a
horrible spell of bad luck
may just be another starting
point for the lady Tigers. The
team returns 21 players next
year and has allowed only 20
goals all season, one fewer
than the school record set last
year
The main difference this
season is in the Tigers' of
fense. While last year they

scored 54 goals, they have
managed to only boot 25
through the posts this year.
Just as the 49ers, also vic
tims more of circumstance

and misfortune
and effort, wi
rise from the ;
season of inju*
nate, so too wi':
must bring coupor

IStudy at...*

8 When you and your study group
come in you will receive a FREE
I
•Q
first round of brewed coffee.

I

V

*Comr> and visit our new location at Weberstc,
Opel) frnin - lOjttn Monday llii u Friday
8am- lOjim Sat unlay anil Sutnlay
3226 Pai'ific Ave 466-6333

must bring coupon

IfyfavihU p/il
Dedicated to the finest and freshest in Italian j
CHINESE CUISINE

466-4108
To Go or Dine In

party trays available

Mon-Sat 11:00 am-9:00 pm
3202 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA 95204

856 W. Benjamin Holt Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207
For reservations call: (209) 477-61Lunch: 11:30-2:00 pm • Dinner: 5:00-10
Closed Sunday
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Hockey

iers look for a sweet ending

From a coaching perspec
tive, Assistant Coach Kim
Gartland saw things in the
; Mark McGwire and same light as Beach.
i Sosa blast home runs
"It was one of the best
ches, wins for the Pa games we've played this
l/omen's field hockey year," she said. "It was an in
his season have come tense game and our girls
ame manner.
were never out of the picture.
Tigers' latest string of They never gave up."
ie to an end last SatAfter dropping its first
the team was defeat- eight games to open the sea
regular season finale son, it appeared as if things
visiting Stanford. Ig- couldn't get any worse for
the outcome, the the team as the season
came away holding wound down. Luckily, things
fk'si leads high.
didn't.
the a Brought we
"It was diffi
'eepi
well and
cult," said Beach.
Irvi
have Stanford 2
"We would have
said sophoplayer meetings to
Jgoalkeeper
try to get mentally
Beach. "This Pacific
tough again. We
ml ine of the
knew we were all
imes we've
going for a com
against Stanford in mon goal, and that was to
years. We finally start- win."
Irking as a team and not
And win they did, as the
lividuals."
Tigers proceeded to take a
ich led the Tigers (4-10) regular-season victory over
vely with seven saves, Davidson College before
|g her total to 162 on the winning exhibitions over UC
Davis and the Pacific alum
Tigers' lone score nae and tying UC Santa Bar
|in the second half as se- bara to improve the 1999 sea
raptain Brenda Doyle son outcome.
ed in her second goal of
After a loss to Albany, the
ftason with 20 minutes team finished its final road
jning, cutting the Pacific trip in West Virginia by tak
pt to 2-1. That was all the ing wins over Southwestern
ig both teams would ac- Missouri State, Saint Louis
for in the weekend and Davis & Elkins.
The lady Tigers hope they
miE
Vnter

I

Pacific Athletic
Schedule
ursday 11/4/99
omen's Soccer vs.
m Francisco
agg Stadium,

Monday 11/8/99
Men's Golf vs. Pacific
Match Play
. .
i.
»
tercollegiate

o.m.

-II

iturday 11/6/99
|en's Basketball vs.
sketball Travelers
Danos Center,
p.m.

Monday 11/8/99
Men's Golf vs. Pacific
Match Play
Intercollegiate
Copperopolis, Day

Week of 11-4-99

Goalie Lisa Beach shows force.
can experience more success
as their season closes. Pacific
will meet Davis & Elkins on
the road again this week, ex
cept this time it will be in the
first round of the NorPac
Conference Tournament. The
win over Davis & Elkins last
week should give the Tigers
some positive momentum
going in to the concluding
tournament. The winner of
that game will then face Stan
ford University.
"We're going to take our
advantage on the (artificial)
turf field," added Gartland.
"We hope to play a quick and
intense game of field hock
ey."

ITEAM LEGENDS I
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

'Unique 1,2 &3
bedrooms

'Fireplaces
'Pool/spa

Upcoming Events
3v3 Basketball entries
close November 10. The
tournament will be held Sat

urday November 13 in the
Main Gym.The pre-holiday
basketball tournament en
tries will open November
15. This tournament will be
held December 4 and 5. For
more information either
come by the Intramural Of
fice located in the Main
Gym or call our office at
946-2716.
Officials
We would like to thank
all of our Flag Football and
Indoor Soccer officials for an
excellent job this fall. Any
one interested in becoming
an intramural official,
please either come by the of
fice located in the Main
Gym or call us at 946-2716.

Innertube water polo was a highlight of the fall activities.
HARRY *S
PIZZA CAFE

STOCKTON LOAN

and
JEWELRY

EX-LARGE
$9.99
1 TOPPING
ii>lti« t.ixj c(>mliin.u:nn 52.0. v-v.i

1852 Country Club Blvd.
4654877
405 E. Charter Way 943-2551
2532 E. Main Street 465-5464

We don't want all the business.,
just yours"

Open 10am-6pm
Sunday 10-4pm
Closed on Wednesdays
4227 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA 95207
Tel 209-954-9128
209-954-0128

Embroidery, Screenprinting, Fraternity Lettering

'Model open daily

'Park - like setting

Volleyball Top Ranked
Teams*
4 person A:
Yahtzee (2-0)
4 person B:
Inanimate Carbon Rod
(2-0)
Phi Delt (2-0)
Co-Rec A:
Profusion (1-0)
Co-Rec B:
Bumpy Kanahele's (1-0)
Royal Court (1-0)
Women's:
Tri-Delt (2-0)
DG (1-0)
*as of November 1,1999

«<.>>. <

The Personal Touch
(

Best Value!
Best Location!!

Grouse Run Apartments

4738 Grouse Run Drive»(209) 957-6710

4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, CA 95206
(209) 465-6048
Shirts, Caps, Jackets, Blankets, etc.
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Volleyball prepares for post season
JOSH MONTERO

Senior Staff Writer

Over the weekend the
Tigers helped prove the old
philosophy that it doesn't
have to be pretty to count.
Faced with two grueling
weeks on the road to close out
the Big West Conference reg
ular season, Pacific made use
EMILY DAVIDSON
of last weekend's homestand
Sports Editor
to get rested and tuned up.
sports@thepacifican.com
Fortunately their opponents
were little more than a speed
Fall Festival
bump for the Tigers.
This old brickyard is finally
The Tigers' first obstacle of
starting to show the signs of the week came last Thursday
fall's frosty approach. The night when the Titans of
leaves are changing, the post- Fullerton State rolled into
seasons approach and there town. At 2-8 in the Big West,
are rumors of basketball sea Fullerton State turned out to
son floating in the musty air. be more competition than ex
This is a good time for Pacific, pected. As the match got un
a time for renewal and change. derway, the Tigers appeared to
With some teams wearing thin be as lacking in inspiration as
and growing weary, the their fans who posted their
thought of post-season play worst home turnout of the sea
seems as welcome as the first son.
fall showers. While the rest of
A couple of days early for
the campus unpacks their
wool sweaters and prepares to Men's Water Polo
cheer on winter teams, a hand
ful of women are busy plan
ning a tropical holiday with
their visions set on the brass JESSICA LINDEVALD
ring that is the NCAA Staff Writer
Women's Volleyball Final
Four. As much as I love the
Sometimes things just start
twisting colors of fall, I think I to go your way. For Pacific, last
love Ffawaii more.
weekend was just one of those
For the Love of the Came
times.
Like the latest Nike ad, Pa
Coming from a series of gut
cific women's soccer is dis wrenching losses to USC, Long
playing a brutal plethora of Beach State and UCLA, the
scars and injury as their season No. 6 Tigers returned home to
comes to a close. With K.J. Chris Kjeldsen Pool on Hal
Nishikawa, Christine Bill, An loween to face No. 7 Peppergela Allgaire and Kim Mc- dine. Pacific seized the day
Caskey all bruised and beat and with a score of 10-7 defeat
en, the team is definitely ed Pepperdine and restored
hurting. Once again, nothing their late season spirits.
but my best wishes for a
The first quarter of last Sun
speedy recovery to all the soc day's match did not start off
cer ladies. Good luck with San looking optimistic for the
Francisco tonight.
Tigers' hopes of a home win.
See Sideline, page 17 The Waves' took an early 3-0

Halloween, the Tigers did
their best Jeckyl and Hyde im
pression. Mixed together at
random were plays of razor
sharp precision and teamwork
with those frightfully out of
sync. Trying as best they could
to capitalize on the turmoil,
the Titans made a run late in
game one to cut the Pacific
lead to 13-9. After hitting only
.100 in the first game, Fullerton State began to play like ex
pected and the Tigers were
able to take game one 15-9.
Now, either thefull moon fi
nally appeared or head coach
John Dunning was not
amused with his team's per
formance, but game two could
not have been any less like the
first. Throughout play Pacific
could do no wrong, hitting an
even .500 for the game and
dropping five big aces on the
struggling Titans.
Anyone who blinked while
watching might have easily
missed the Tigers jump out to
a 9-0 lead before Fullerton

State even real
ized the game
had started.
Twice during
the 15-1 Pacific
victory
the
Tigers substi
tuted in a serv
er who instant
ly fired off a
pair of aces.
The first to ac
complish the
feat
was
sophomore
Courtney
Miller,
fol
lowed a few
points later by
freshman
Megan
Hauschild
whose jump
serve crippled
Freshman Elaine Goeders jump:
the Titans.
Game three marked the Senior Elsa Stegert
reappearance of the bizarro nally got Pacific
Tigers who followed up their but the moment'
9-0 start in game two by falling hold up as the T .
behind 0-5 to open the third.
See Volley b

Pacific rallies from deficit to defeat Pepperd

the Waves' lead to 3
time.
Pacific junior So
made the dramatic c
goal in the third qui
5:44 left on the cloo j
Pacific to take the
game for the first tir
goal by senior Gar
Esposto's shot with 4
the third quarter w
two-pointer of the \:
"As a team we re:
|ed the win. We wc
J headed on defense ar
on offense," said ser J
GabeEsposto fields one for the Tigers against Pepperdine.
Thaning. "Gabe Esr
lead in the first quarter due to two-pointer shot through Pa- Andrew Tri were
arm of Pepperdine sophomore cific goalkeeper Jeff Johnson.
good opportunities c
Greg Lonzo. Lonzo gave PepIn the second quarter of the attack offense for tht
perdine the lead with a single game the Tigers fought back to work off."
shot into the net followed by a with gusto and managed to cut
See Water Polo 1

